Chameleon Project Starglyphs.
Stories about images for the gardens.
This tree crop circle was found in East Field England, 2002
A ring of opposition filled the air in the aftermath
of its appearance. “It’s a hoax,” people said. “Why
would any extraterrestrial being create such a simple
fruit tree image in a field? Nobody but a human orchard owner would go to the trouble of creating such
a simplistic picture of an apple tree.”
And yet … hidden in the ethers of the image lay
an extraordinary story, a match for the oldest teachings held by sacred seers and pathways of Spirit
across the planet. This mystifying tree image captures the basic nature of Spirit, a common thread
found throughout all indigenous nations across the
Earth—including the ways of the Egyptians, the
Hindus, the Buddhists, and the Native American. Indeed, it is a thread common to every belief system
and religion on Earth. Native understanding holds
that the concepts hidden in this starglyph* exist
throughout the entire universe. What makes this starglyph stand out as uniquely significant, over and
above so many others, is the way it expresses this
understanding. Its purity of expression suggests to
me that it may have been gifted from the stars.
On the surface, the image appears to represent
nothing more than an apple tree. In native thinking,
trees have always been important. They carry a voice
on the wind for those who are willing to hear. What
is magical about this particular image is that this tree
depicts the fruits of Spirit, offering an understanding
that speaks of Sky, Stars, Spirit, and Universe.
To get the full impact of the message, we need to
look at it from more than one perspective. What happens, for instance, when we turn the image upside-down?
What we see is an image of a man standing on the earth, on a bed of flowers, with arms outstretched. Beams of
light energy radiate into the sky from his arms and head. His feet are well planted on the earth, in a posture understood in Native thinking as reflecting one’s connection to the qualities of the earth, the sky, Spirit, and the
universe. All of this is conveyed in a silent, complete, unique, mystical way in this one starglyph.
The forked tree is an essential symbol of Native culture, reflected here in a most perfect way. The forked
tree carries a story about the Native pipe used in many ceremonies throughout the year. The pipe explains about
understanding our connection to the Earth, the Sky, Spirit, the Universe, and ourselves. Ceremonies are performed each year using the original pipe, whose origin goes back thousands of years. The forked tree is always
used at the Sundance ceremony, an ancient ceremony that dates back to the origin of the pipe (as many of the
ceremonies performed today do).
The tree is used symbolically in the origin stories of almost all indigenous cultures. Buddha is said to
have gained the insight that has propelled the Buddhist path for thousands of years while sitting beneath the

Bodhi tree. Odon from the Scandinavian countries hung upside down in a tree for four days and dropped nine
staffs on the ground, creating the pattern known as the ancient Runes. To the Jewish people, mystical teachings
come from the Sephiroth tree, also known as the tree of life.
During a trip I made to Egypt I saw a tree that struck me as being important. Its trunk was covered with
sharp cone-shaped needles, and its canopy was formed of huge five-petaled flowers. In its subtle ethers, this tree
expressed a paradox found in all spiritual teachings: pointed barbs and gentle beauty living in harmony, springing from a single source.
I drew a picture of the tree and asked an Egyptian elder whether he was aware of any significance surrounding this tree. He referred to it as the Star tree, and explained that it had been important to his ancient ancestors. He also said they made white paint from it, and that all such colors were as sacred to their ancestors as
they are in the Native American ways.
I saw these same five-petaled flowers painted in the color white on the ceilings of many temples. Ancient Egyptian teachings explain that these flowers represent Nut, the star goddess. One of the oldest deities of
that culture, Nut represents the stars and the universe.
Through the silence of its symbolic language, this starglyph is a simple and masterful
demonstration of our most ancient truths. Only a
person having the far-reaching insight of indigenous and religious cultures can see these universal
concepts woven deep into its foundation. This
being the case, it becomes obvious that whoever
created this starglyph possessed deep personal insight and genuinely embedded spiritual knowledge. It required a wealth of personal foundation
combined with tremendous vision to be able to
step forward and create a new and profound pictorial thought that expressed these understandings,
capturing them in a way that had never seen before. In the magic of its presentation this starglyph ties all of these ancient ways together as
one.
*(The term ‘starglyph’ is one I coined in 1998,
when I realized there were crop circles that carried messages capable of expanding our common
knowledge and the body of information stored in
our libraries, and that these crop circles could be
considered gifts to this planet.)
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